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age to the fundamental realities of things., and stirred
up men's minds in Denmark as nothing had done
before.
Like so many of Kierkegaard's books. Eaten—Eller
is introduced by an elaborate and enticing preface.
With a graphic, narrative power unsurpassed among
even the purely imaginative writers of Denmark,
the editor tells how he came into possession of the
papers he here publishes. He describes, with con-
vincing circumstantiality, how he had been tempted
to purchase an old secretaire in a dealer's shop, and
how an accident had disclosed a hidden drawer con-
taining the manuscripts here laid before the reader.
This kind of motive was, of course, familiar in
Romantic fiction, and Kierkegaard employs it again
even more effectually, if more fantastically, in the
introduction to the third section of Stadier paa I^imts
Vej. The papers, the editor informs us, fall into
two clearly marked groups which imply two different
authors; these he designates A and B. Under this
fiction Kierkegaard offers the reader two opposed
philosophies of life, the " aesthetic " set forth by A,
and the " ethic" set forth by B. A is guided
exclusively by " aesthetic " considerations, that is to
say, considerations of feeling ; he is a man whose end
in life is enjoyment. B, on the other hand, is the
representative of the moral life. Kierkegaard places
these two antagonistic philosophies side by side, and
leaves his readers to choose between them : " Either—
Or." The arranging of A's papers gives him most
trouble. First, he collects together scraps of paper
with aphorisms written on them, and these he
publishes under the title Atcn/^A^aTa—the term applied
in the Greek translation of the Bible to the music
which divides the Psalms. Then comes a long, and
to modern readers, wearisome discussion of Mozart's
Don Juan) followed by disquisitions on types of
betrayed heroines—Marie in Goethe's Clavigo,
Gretchen in Faust, and Elvira in Mozart's Don Juan—

